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Abstract 

OBJECTIVE: The i2b2 Medication Extraction Challenge provided an opportunity to evaluate 

our entity extraction methods, contribute to the generation of a publicly available collection of 

annotated clinical notes and start developing methods for ontology-based reasoning using 

structured information generated from the unstructured clinical narrative.  DESIGN: We 

addressed the task of extracting salient features of medication orders from the text of de-

identified hospital discharge summaries with a knowledge-based approach using simple rules 

and lookup lists.  We combined our entity recognition tool, MetaMap, with dose, frequency and 

duration modules specifically developed for the Challenge as well as a prototype module for 

reason identification. MEASUREMENTS: Evaluation metrics and corresponding results were 

provided by the Challenge organizers.  RESULTS: Our results indicate that robust rule-based 

tools achieve satisfactory results in extraction of simple elements of medication orders, but more 

sophisticated methods are needed for identification of reasons for the orders and durations.  

LIMITATIONS: Due to the time constraints and nature of the Challenge, some obvious follow-on 

analysis has not been completed yet. CONCLUSIONS: We plan to integrate the new modules 

with MetaMap to enhance its accuracy. This integration effort will provide guidance in 

retargeting our existing tools for better processing of clinical text. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

Extraction of the elements of medication orders from clinical narrative is a preliminary step in 

many important applications of medical informatics. These applications include but are not 

limited to: support of quality assurance through reconciliation of patient’s medication lists and 

clinical notes [1, 2]; detection of adverse reactions to drugs [3] and medication non-compliance 

[4]; study of a population’s response to a drug [5]; support of care plan development [6]; and 

identification of inactive medications [7].  

 

Whereas evaluation of the individual efforts in extraction of medication names from biomedical 

literature could use “found data”, such as Medical Subject Headings (MeSH®) assigned to 

MEDLINE® abstracts in the manual indexing process [8], until recently, no annotated resources 

for evaluation of extraction of medication orders from clinical narrative were publicly available.  

The opportunity to evaluate our named entity extraction methods and to contribute to 

development of an annotated publicly available large collection of clinical notes presented itself 

with the third i2b2 (Informatics for Integrating Biology and the Bedside) Medical Extraction 

Challenge [9]. 

 

To date, most algorithms and systems for extraction of drug order elements are knowledge-

based. In fact, the absence of any large annotated collection makes it difficult to employ 

supervised machine learning. In contrast the availability of nomenclatures such as RxNorm [10] 

(which contains drug names, ingredients, strengths, and forms) encourages the use of rule-based 

systems. For example, Evans et al. developed a set of about 50 rules encoded as regular 

expressions to identify drug dosage objects and their attributes [11]. A Natural Language 

Processing (NLP) system augmented with the above rules and two lexicons (one containing drug 

names extracted from the Unified Medical Language System® (UMLS®) [12] and another one 

containing unusual words and abbreviations found in drug dosage phrases) identified about 80% 

of drug dosage expressions.  Gold et al. expanded Evans’ definition of drug dosage and 

implemented a system (the MERKI parser) that uses an RxNorm-based lexicon to extract known 

drug names and contextual clues to extract out-of-vocabulary drug names.  Xu et al. developed 

an approach that attempts to extract a formal medication model (consisting of the drug name, 

signature modifiers and temporal modifiers) from clinical text using a chart parser and a 
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semantic grammar, and backs off to regular expressions if the chart parser fails [13]. 

 

The U.S. National Library of Medicine (NLM) tool (referred to as NLM’s i2b2 Challenge Tool 

or simply, the Tool) developed to extract all fields originally defined in the i2b2 medication 

extraction guidelines is also knowledge-based and relies on lexical-semantic processing and 

pattern matching similar to the above systems.  Our approach differs from the previously 

explored ones in that we 1) expanded a large number of term lists obtained for each element of 

drug phrases generating potential spelling variants and mining the UMLS for related terms as 

well as using corpus-based expansion, 2) developed a module for identification of negated drug 

mentions, 3) applied a UMLS-based approach to identification of reasons for medication orders, 

and 4) developed a module for validating drug and reason combinations. 

 

II. METHODS 

Early in the planning phase for this Challenge, the decision was made to use simple rules and 

lookup lists of various entities due to the time constraints of the Challenge.  Our processing of 

the discharge summaries for this Challenge was relatively straightforward and is depicted in 

Figure 1. This section follows the course of our processing efforts beginning with a description 

of the lookup lists developed for the Challenge. Complete details can be found in our Appendix - 

Full-length Paper online (http://jamia.org). 

 

[Figure 1 about here] 

 

II.0. Developed lookup lists required for the Challenge. 

The discovery of coverage gaps in our terminology resources (e.g., short forms of drug names 

such as aspart are not always covered in the UMLS, although the long form, insulin aspart, 

maps to two concepts) led to the decision to augment our initial resources with lookup lists. The 

lists that we developed used existing, publicly available resources with some minor manual 

curation based on processing the training set and reviewing what was missed by the Tool 

described here.  Although many of the resources have items in common, each of the resources 

was added for specific reasons.  Figure 2 graphically depicts the data sources with arrows 

connecting the entities and the lists where they made contributions. 
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[Figure 2 about here] 

 

The drug identification list was created using DailyMed [14] for a list of common prescription 

drug names.  We then added display names from RxTerms [15], Ingredients and Brand Names 

from RxNorm, and a list of drugs, drug classes, dosages, modes, frequencies, and durations from 

MERKI. In an attempt to complement the list of drugs we already had, we started looking at 

pharmacologic classes (e.g., diuretics), as opposed to drug names and added about 5,000 names 

from 1,360 UMLS concepts. RxHub [16], which is derived from drug names obtained from de-

identified patient medication records, provided us with a list of common drug name misspellings.  

The U.S. Food and Drug Administration (FDA) Structured Product Labeling web site [17] 

provided us with extensive lists of Dosage Forms (dosages) and Routes of Administration 

(modes).  Finally, manual curation was done to extend all of the lists based on reviews of the 

Tool results for the training set. 

 

II.1 & 2. The discharge summaries were read into the program and tokenized. 

Each line was tokenized using white-space as the token boundary.  List boundaries were simply 

identified by which sections corresponded to the Challenge list of valid “list” sections.  Sentence 

boundaries were identified using the simple rule of finding a “period” followed by spacing as 

long as the previous character wasn’t a number.  Sentence boundaries helped to define the extent 

of both drugs and reasons.  Section identification was most crucial to this Challenge for several 

reasons:  it 1) allowed us to decide if we wanted to process specific sections or ignore them, 2) 

assisted in limiting the scope of drugs and reasons, 3) was instrumental in determining whether a 

drug was in a “list” or “narrative”, and 4) helped eliminate some ambiguity (e.g., not identifying 

drugs within Allergy sections).  Candidate section names were defined as all strings occurring at 

the beginning of a line, consisting of uppercase letters only (a mixed case review was attempted, 

but found to be too noisy), and followed by a period, a colon, or the end of the line.  We 

identified 10,454 such potential section names, 937 of them unique. The list of unique names 

was then manually reviewed, scrubbed, and some mixed case section names were manually 

added to the list e.g., “Attending”.  We consequently created a list of twenty-one triggers (see 

Table 1) that denoted sections we could ignore.  We ended with 632 section names extracted 
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from the training set. 

 

lab laboratory laboratories allergies allergy 
attending fam hx family history family hsitory discharge date 
service labs escription document dictated by entered by 

vital sign vitals signs vital signs diet 

Table 1: List of Trigger Phrases for Sections to be Ignored 

 

II.3. Text was reformatted into a single text line. 

Early testing showed that by simply processing the summaries line by line, we ended up missing 

some drugs and reasons because the text was broken across lines.  So, once the sections were 

identified, we combined all of the text to be processed into a single line.  A mapping between the 

reformatted and original text was maintained. 

 
II.4. Reasons were identified using MetaMap and exact matches from the Gopher list. 

We used both MetaMap [18] and a list derived from the Gopher [19] project to identify reasons.  

In this Challenge, the discharge summaries sometimes had misspellings, acronyms/abbreviations, 

and different ways of stating a medical reason for prescribing a drug.  While MetaMap was able 

to identify most of the spelling variations and any text inversions, it was limited to the contents 

of the UMLS Metathesaurus. The Gopher lookup list was introduced to expand our coverage and 

to assist with less well-behaved occurrences.  In the end, the two approaches seemed to 

complement each other fairly well.  We also maintained a “bad reason” list to eliminate as many 

false positives as possible (see section II.6). 

 

II.5. Reasons were then reconciled with the original text and tagged using the mapping 

information from the single free-text line back to the original discharge summary. 

We used exact text matches to the lookup lists to tag drugs, modes, dosages, durations, and 

frequencies.  Drug boundaries were also identified by noting the first position of each drug so we 

could know when we came to the end of the current drug during filtering.  Drug boundaries 

expanded left and right depending on where the components were identified with the final drug 

boundary encompassing the drug name and any of its associated components. 
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II.6. Filtering was performed to add, remove, and extend tagged items. 

Filtering involved simple rules, a “bad reason” trigger list (e.g., “ruled out for”), and a “bad 

drugs” list for what should be removed (e.g., insulin within insulin-dependent diabetes). We 

developed rules for limiting the scope of a drug to try and eliminate the crossover of 

components, and we also tried to identify non-active medications (e.g., should not take aspirin) 

and allergy-specific drugs to remove false positives.  Simple rules for expanding components by 

looking at the tokens to the left and right of the component were developed as needed.   

 

II.7. Drug/reason pairings identified.  

Once drugs and reasons had been initially identified, we attempted to match each drug name with 

a nearby reason.  Initially we had a very simple rule to use the closest reason if there were two 

possibilities.  This was refined to ensure that reason assignment did not violate a drug, list, or 

section boundary.  We also created a small set of trigger phrases to use in combining certain 

nearby reasons and drugs (see Figure 3).  In some cases, we allowed multiple reasons for a drug 

if they were next to each other and connected with a comma, “and”, or “or”. 

 

[Figure 3 about here] 

 

II.8. Drug/reason pairings validation. 

Once drug/reason pairings were identified, we attempted to validate the pairings via knowledge 

contained in the UMLS.  The validation of the drug/reason pairings was accomplished via a 

constrained traversal of the UMLS relations involving two main steps as described below. 

 

Drugs and reasons were first mapped to UMLS concepts, using exact and normalized matches, 

and further restricting mappings to the semantic group Chemicals & Drugs and Disorders, 

respectively. All successful mappings were considered, including several pairs of UMLS 

concepts generated by one original drug/reason pairing. 

 

Selected UMLS relations were then used to identify plausible relations between drugs and 

reasons.  The key relations were provided by the NDF-RT source vocabulary where ingredients 

are associated with diseases through may_treat and may_prevent relationships. 
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The algorithm did not explore all paths, but rather stopped at the first path reached between the 

drug and the reason.  For example, “albuterol / asthma” was identified through a direct link 

between ingredient and disease.  9,415 possible drug/reason pairings were found with 2,785 of 

these having at least one path through the UMLS tying them together. 

 

III. RESULTS 

We finished fourth overall out of 20 teams that participated in the Challenge.  Since two of the 

three teams who scored best had pre-existing systems that were modified for the Challenge, we 

were pleased that a system developed expressly for the Challenge performed so well.  The 

lessons learned during this effort are being evaluated for inclusion in our NLP tool suite. Results 

are shown in Table 3 and Table 7 in the i2b2 JAMIA overview paper [20]. It is clear from Table 

7 that all teams had significant problems with identifying both Durations and Reasons. 

 

IV. DISCUSSION 

In general we are satisfied with our vocabulary and rule-based identification of drug names, 

doses, modes and frequencies. The lack of significant difference between our exact and inexact 

scores confirms this view since it shows that we either found the entire element or missed it 

completely. Our dose and duration results are satisfactory, considering they are based on very 

simple heuristics. However, the approach is brittle in the presence of pattern changes in the 

middle of an enumeration of drugs. Deeper understanding of the context is needed to overcome 

this weakness. 

 

Low scores for durations and reasons, on the other hand, show that our methods are clearly 

insufficient for those drug elements. In the absence of creating a full-fledged natural language 

understanding system, some improvement might be achieved using corpus-based methods.  Any 

corpus-based methods would need to be judiciously applied given their known weaknesses: they 

are noisy if not supervised, and they are ambiguous even when supervised. For example, using 

our corpus-based expansion we identified HCT as an abbreviation of hydrochlorothiazide (more 

commonly abbreviated as HCTZ); however, HCT is also common shorthand for hematocrit.  
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Finally, we intend to incorporate some of our Tool’s features into the MetaMap algorithm. 

Specifically, we will include the overall identification of drug mentions with the expectation that 

it will reduce ambiguity because of the coordination of a drug’s elements. In addition, 

augmenting MetaMap’s negation algorithm with the drug-specific negation detection developed 

for the Challenge should be useful in applying it to clinical text. 

 

V. LIMITATIONS 

Many of the limitations of this research occurred because we are reporting on the development of 

an NLP application in the context of a time-sensitive Challenge rather than fundamental 

research. In-depth analysis that we would normally have done will be done in the future. 

Examples of such analysis include determining the relative contributions to our results from the 

many knowledge sources we used, a similar analysis of the contributions of the filtering rules, 

and a study to determine an optimal balance between the knowledge sources and the rules.  In 

addition, the relations identified between drugs and diseases from selected UMLS relations are 

not intended to be used as a reference set of relations reflecting therapeutic intent. Rather, we use 

constraints on the UMLS graph of relations in order to identify plausible drug-reason relations 

for the purpose of validating drug-reason pairings. Despite the presence of many false positives 

and false negatives, our algorithm proved useful in the context of this Challenge. 
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Figure 1 Processing Flow Diagram 

Figure 2: Lookup Lists and Their Sources 

Figure 3: Simple Reason Grouping Rules 

 


